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Magic Before Christmas
Dead Man's Deal by Jocelynn Drake continues the dark and dangerous adventures
of a magical tattoo artist begun in Angel's Ink. In a gritty urban fantasy world
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where elves, faeries, trolls, werewolves, and vampires swim free in a sea of
humanity, sometimes you need an edge. Looking for a little love? Need some luck?
Desperate for revenge? Gage can give you what you need. The most talented
tattoo artist in town, he knows the right symbol and the right mix of ingredients
and ink to achieve your heart's desire. One tattoo is all it takes. But remember,
everything has its price. The wizards know Gage is using forbidden magic, and they
intend to punish him for his transgressions. Too bad if innocent humans and
monsters—entire cities—get in the way. They will quell a nascent magical uprising
and Gage will be the sacrifice they need. First, though, they have to find him.

Christine Feehan's Drake Sisters Series
Off the shores of Sea Haven, a beautiful diver rescues a man from drowning, a man
with no memory of who he is-or why he seems to possess the violent instincts of a
trained killer. But soon, he and his savior will be engulfed in a storm of dizzying
passion and inescapable danger

Romance Fiction
Experience the seductive magic of beautiful Sea Haven with two of #1 New York
Times bestselling author Christine Feehan’s Drake Sisters novels—together in one
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volume for the first time! MAGIC IN THE WIND Ever since Damon Wilder sought
refuge in Sea Haven, he’s heard the same breathless rumor so suggestive that it
carries him to Sarah Drake’s cliff-top home. But Damon has not arrived alone. Two
men have tracked him to Sea Haven, and into the shadows of Drake House, where
Sarah hides her own secrets. And danger is just a whisper away. OCEANS OF FIRE
A gifted daughter in a magical bloodline, Abigail Drake was born with a mystical
affinity for water, and possesses a strong bond with dolphins, swimming among
them in the waters off Sea Haven. Until she witnesses a murder on shore, and flees
for her life—right into the arms of the Interpol agent who once broke her heart.

Air Bound
Psychology for Teachers
Attention has been drawn to the subject of how ocean noise affects marine
mammals by a series of marine mammal strandings, lawsuits, and legislative
hearings, and most recently, the report from the U.S. Commission on Ocean Policy.
One way to assess the impact of ocean noise is to consider whether it causes
changes in animal behavior that are "biologically significant," that is, those that
affect an animal's ability to grow, survive, and reproduce. This report offers a
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conceptual model designed to clarify which marine mammal behaviors are
biologically significant for conservation purposes. The report is intended to help
scientists and policymakers interpret provisions of the federal Marine Mammal
Protection Act.

Elizabethan Sea-Dogs (Esprios Classics)
On the Spanish Main; Or, Some English forays on the Isthmus
of Darien
In her fifty-ninth bestselling novel, Danielle Steel tells an unforgettable story of
survivalof how two people who lost everything find hopeand of the extraordinary
acts of faith and courage that bring —and keep— families together On a windswept
summer day, as the fog rolls across the San Francisco coastline, a solitary figure
walks down the beach, a dog at her side. At eleven, Pip Mackenzie's young life has
already been touched by tragedy; nine months before, a terrible accident plunged
her mother into inconsolable grief. But on this chilly July afternoon, Pip meets
someone who fills her sad gray world with color and light. And in her innocence
and in his kindness, a spark will be kindled, lives will be changed, and a journey of
hope will begin. From the moment the curly-haired girl walks up to his easel on the
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sand, Matt Bowles senses something magical about her. Pip reminds him of his
own daughter at that age, before a bitter divorce tore his family apart and swept
his children halfway across the world. With her own mother, Ophélie, retreating
deeper into her grief, Pip spends her summer at the shore the way lonely children
do: watching the glittering waters and rushing clouds, daydreaming and
remembering how things used to be. That is, until she meets artist Matt Bowles,
who offers to teach the girl to draw—and can't help but notice her beautiful, lonely
mother. At first, Ophélie is thrown off balance by her daughter's new
companion—until she realizes how much joy he is bringing into their lives, despite
the sadness she sees in his eyes. As their newfound friend works his subtle magic,
mother and daughter slowly begin to heal, to laugh again, to rediscover what they
have lost. When summer ends, and Ophélie and Pip must leave the beach for the
city, the season of healing continues. Gathering her newfound strength, Ophélie
begins a volunteer job at a city outreach program, where she works with the
homeless, and can no longer ignore the blessings in her own life. But as soulsharing phone calls and autumn beach getaways deepen Ophélie and Matt's
friendship, fate strikes another blow. Out of the blue, Matt must confront
unfinished business from his past. Days later, Ophélie is struck by a stunning
betrayal by someone she trusts. And as these events reverberate in two already
wounded hearts, something extraordinary happens. Out of the darkness that has
shadowed them both comes an unexpected gift of hope. With grace and
compassion, Danielle Steel explores the fragile bonds between mothers and
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daughters, husbands and wives, family members and lifelong friends. Her
haunting, impassioned novel takes us across the complex landscape of loss—to the
blessings that arise from even the darkest tragedies. At once a story of triumph
and a moving elegy to those who suffer and survive, Safe Harbour is perhaps her
most powerful and life-affirming novel to date.

Magic in the Wind
This is a print on demand edition of a hard to find publication. Explores whether
sufficient data exists to examine the temporal and spatial relationships that
existed in terrorist group planning, and if so, could patterns of preparatory conduct
be identified? About one-half of the terrorists resided, planned, and prepared for
terrorism relatively close to their eventual target. The terrorist groups existed for
1,205 days from the first planning meeting to the date of the actual/planned
terrorist incident. The planning process for specific acts began 2-3 months prior to
the terrorist incident. This study examined selected terrorist groups/incidents in
the U.S. from 1980-2002. It provides for the potential to identify patterns of
conduct that might lead to intervention prior to the commission of the actual
terrorist incidents. Illustrations.

Safe Harbour
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This is the first book-length study of the narratology of film music, and an
indispensable resource for anyone researching or studying film music or film
narratology. It surveys the so far piecemeal discussion of narratological concepts in
film music studies, and tries to (cautiously) systematize them, and to expand and
refine them with reference to ideas from general narratology and film narratology
(including contributions from German-language literature less widely known in
Anglophone scholarship). The book goes beyond the current focus of film music
studies on the distinction between diegetic and nondiegetic music (music
understood to be or not to be part of the storyworld of a film), and takes into
account different levels of narration: from the extrafictional to ‘focalizations’ of
subjectivity, and music’s many and complex movements between them. The
conceptual toolkit proposed in the first part of the book is put to the text in a series
of case studies: of numbers in film musicals; of music and sound in horror films;
and of music and narrative structures in, among others, films by Sergio Leone, The
Truman Show, Breakfast at Tiffany’s and Far from Heaven.

Music and Levels of Narration in Film
Sarah Drake has come home . . . Ever since Damon Wilder sought refuge in Sea
Haven, he's heard the same breathless rumor pass the lips of nearly every local in
the sleepy coastal town. Even the wind seems to whisper her name - a reverie so
powerfully suggestive that it carries the curious Damon to Sarah's clifftop home,
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and seeks to shelter him there. But Damon has not arrived alone. A killer has
tracked him to Sea Haven, and into the shadows of Drake House. But Sarah has
her own secrets, and danger - as well as a desire more urgent than either has ever
known - is just a whisper away . . . Please note this story is also available in the
Drake Sisters duo Magic Before Christmas

Drake
Marine Mammal Populations and Ocean Noise
Dead Man's Deal
Four of today’s most popular authors push passion and intrigue to the limit in this
collection of four original novellas—including the story that began the Drake Sisters
series “Magic in the Wind” by #1 New York Times bestselling author Christine
Feehan In the sleepy coastal town of Sea Haven early retirement turns deadly for a
defense expert—until a beautiful woman steps between him and his assassins “Hot
August Moon” by international bestselling author Katherine Sutcliffe An FBI profiler
can see into the mind of a French Quarter killer targeting prostitutes—but not into
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the heart of the detective she must trust with her life “After Midnight” by #1 New
York Times bestselling author Fiona Brand Sometimes one glance is all it takes.
And sometimes all it takes is one man to tear apart what fate—and desire—have
brought together “Only Human” by #New York Times bestselling author Eileen
Wilks Investigating a series of grisly murders, a San Diego detective is caught off
guard by the enigmatic man who can help her find the killer

Pre-Incident Indicators of Terrorist Incidents
Presents a history of Marin Peninsula, Ca., from the arrival of the first Europeans.

A Christine Feehan Holiday Treasury
From bestselling author Christina Feehan comes two stunning stories from the
Drake Sisters series. Combined into one edition, Magic in the Wind and The
Twilight Before Christmas are the perfect duo for the holiday season . . .

Microneurosurgery of CNS Tumors
Meet the elementally gifted sisters of Sea Haven—and discover why #1 New York
Times bestselling author Christine Feehan is known as the “reigning queen of
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paranormal romance” (Publishers Weekly)—in this collection of five full-length
novels plus a novella. Includes: Magic in the Wind Oceans of Fire Dangerous Tides
Safe Harbor Turbulent Sea Hidden Currents

The Boys̓ Drake
William Charles Henry Wood, (1864-1947) was a Canadian historian, Scout leader
and naturalist. He was born in Quebec City and served in the Royal Rifles of
Canada from 1887 to the end of the World War One achieving the rank of
Lieutenant-Colonel. He was active in literary and history circles and served as
President of the Quebec Literary and Historical Society. He was interested in nature
conservation and advocated for bird sanctuaries in Labrador. He was also president
of the scouts in Quebec in 1909. He was a prolific chronicler of Canadian history
and wrote several books on the subject, most notably a five volume set on the
history of Quebec entitled, The Storied Province of Quebec.

Treasure Island (Unabridged and Fully Illustrated)
Turbulent Sea
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On Wilder Seas
"Treasure Island, a coming of age novel, is perhaps the best adventure story of all
time. It is certainly the quintessential pirate tale, and together with its many movie
adaptations it has created our idea of the pirate world: treasure maps with an "X",
the one legged pirate, the parrot on the shoulder, the eye-patch, the black spot
and even phrases like "shiver my timbers," and the captain's eternal song: "Fifteen
men on the dead man's chest- Yo-ho-ho, and a bottle of rum!Drink and the devil
had done for the rest- Yo-ho-ho, and a bottle of rum!"The young Jim Hawkins is
hired by an old seadog Billy Bones to look out for a sailor with one leg. Despite this
precaution, Bones is found dead in suspicious circumstances. Searching through
his belongings Jim finds a treasure map, which he shows to the local doctor and a
wealthy squire. They engage a ship and captain, but unwittingly they hire the
ruthless and immensely strong Long John Silver, who has designs on the treasure,
as their cook "

The Scarletti Curse
First published in 1956, Allen Ginsberg's Howl is a prophetic masterpiece—an epic
raging against dehumanizing society that overcame censorship trials and obscenity
charges to become one of the most widely read poems of the century. This
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annotated version of Ginsberg's classic is the poet's own re-creation of the
revolutionary work's composition process—as well as a treasure trove of
anecdotes, an intimate look at the poet's writing techniques, and a veritable social
history of the 1950s.

Voyages of Sir Francis Drake and Sir Humfrey Gilbert Taken
from "The Principal Navigations, Voyages, Traffics and
Discoveries".
Two romantic tales of dark forces and Christmas miracles The Twilight Before
Christmas Bestselling novelist Kate Drake, one of seven sisters with amazing
powers of witchcraft, wants to open a bookstore in a charming but run-down mill in
her California hometown. Decorated former U.S. Army Ranger Matt Granite, now a
contractor, doesn't mind helping -- and getting closer to Kate. But when an
earthquake exposes a crypt in the mill's foundation, a centuries-old evil threatens
to destroy both Christmas and the gift of soul-searing passion Kate's hometown
hero wants her to keep forever. After The Music Terrified by mysterious threats,
Jessica Fitzpatrick takes her twin wards to the island mansion of their estranged
father, Dillon Wentworth, a famous musician who shut out the world after a fire
claimed his wife's life and left him disfigured. With Christmas approaching, the
spark between Dillon and Jessica might light the future, but the evil machinations
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of those who share his wife's love of the occult may plunge the family into
darkness -- unless a Christmas miracle occurs. Experience the magic!

Daring Sarah
Singer Joley Drake has always known the price she has to pay for her fame and
fortune as a popular rock singer, but she's always been careful to stay away from
alcohol and drugs, even if others around her haven't. But nothing can prepare her
for the suspicion that someone is using her concert afterparties as a way of
targeting and kidnapping teen girls and selling them into sexual slavery.
Mysterious Russian Ilya Prakenskii seems to have an agenda of his own. The more
dealings Joley has with him the more she struggles with the fear that he may be
involved in the slavery ring. But Ilya isn't what he seems, and he becomes the only
one Joley dares to trust in such treacherous times

Broken Identity
Drake Pearson, a narrow-minded 18-year-old barely enduring Missouri’s heat, is
tired of feeling empty. Living conditions are about as cozy as a cardboard box, on
account of his alcoholic father who can find nothing better to do than argue
relentlessly with him. When Drake thinks he can’t take another blow, he is
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reminded daily of his mom who vanished twelve years ago. And now there’s a
dead body. After a terrible accident turns into a protected secret, a twisted string
of events brings Drake miles away from home to an elderly man’s front door. Every
promising opportunity also brings new doubts and temptations to run away—this
time for good. When the secret he has kept locked away threatens to reveal itself,
Drake knows he must shield it with his very life, even if the love he has been
shown undeservingly is about to be destroyed.

Water Bound
One of seven sisters with a talent for witchcraft, Kate Drake returns to her
California town for the local Christmas pageant and to open a bookstore, but a
growing romance is threatened by the release of a centuries-old evil that could
destroy everythingand everyone she loves.

Oceans of Fire
A guide to series fiction lists popular series, identifies novels by character, and
offers guidance on the order in which to read unnumbered series.

Howl
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Safe Harbor
The Wicked and the Wondrous
Strange, twisted carvings and hideous gargoyles adorn the palazzo of the great
Scarletti family. But a more fearful secret lurks within its storm-tossed turrets. For
every bride who enters its forbidding walls is doomed to leave in a casket.
Nicoletta knows all too well the curse that plagues the house of Scarletti. She has
always believed her miraculous healing gifts would set her apart and that no man
would ever command her. Then she gazes into the dark, mesmerizing eyes of Don
Scarletti and she fears for her future—for it is Scarletti's ancient right to select a
bride from among his people . . . and he has chosen her. Compelled by duty, driven
by burning, inescapable desire, Nicoletta surrenders to this powerful, hypnotic
man, giving her body willingly into his keeping. But will the tormented don be her
heart's destiny . . . or her soul's destruction?

Lover Beware
Carpathians are an immortal race of beings with animal instincts. Every Carpathian
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male is drawn to his life mate: a Carpathian or human female able to provide the
light to his darkness. Without her, the beast within slowly consumes the man until
turning vampire is the only option.' Raven Whitney is a psychic who has used her
gift to help the police track down a serial killer. Now she is determined to escape
the glare of recent publicity for the peace and quiet of the Carpathian Mountains.
Prince Mikhail Dubrinsky is the leader of his people but, as his ancient Carpathian
race grows ever closer to extinction, he is close to giving in to the heavy weight of
loneliness and despair. From the moment their minds touch, Raven and Mikhail
form a connection. But there are those who incorrectly view all Carpathians as
vampires, and are determined to give their extinction a helping hand.

Dangerous Tides
Crafts in Therapy and Rehabilitation, Second Edition illustrates how therapists can
efficiently and effectively apply the use of crafts for patient rehabilitation. This text
examines the history and development of crafts, the process of selecting an
activity, and assessing therapeutic application. Specific chapters cover traditional
crafts such as woodworking, mosaics, and ceramics. Nontraditional crafts and
media activities are also discussed, including cooking, computer art, drawing, and
painting. Crafts are presented so that projects may be tailored to support an
individual patient's needs. Cost containment and efficacy are also discussed
throughout this text. In this second edition Margaret Drake, PhD, OTR/L, ATR-BC,
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FAOTA has included two new chapters, one on uniform terminology related to
crafts, and one on found materials appropriate for home health care. Other
changes include rewritten chapters on theories relative to specific crafts, crafts
using a computer, and the inclusion of theoretical models in case studies. Crafts in
Therapy and Rehabilitation, Second Edition uses up-to-date theories and language,
includes new craft assessments and diagrams, as well as addresses changes in
new practice settings. Crafts in Therapy and Rehabilitation, Second Edition is the
perfect resource for using activities in treatment. Features: Chapters include
historical accounts of craftwork, discussion questions, and case studies. Uses
language consistent with Uniform Terminology of the American Occupational
Therapy Association. Presents situations in home health care, acute inpatient care,
and long-term outpatient treatment. Includes an extensive appendix listing craft
vendors as well as an annotated bibliography.

Crafts in Therapy and Rehabilitation
"On the Spanish Main; Or, Some English forays on the Isthmus of Darien" by John
Masefield. Published by Good Press. Good Press publishes a wide range of titles
that encompasses every genre. From well-known classics & literary fiction and nonfiction to forgotten−or yet undiscovered gems−of world literature, we issue the
books that need to be read. Each Good Press edition has been meticulously edited
and formatted to boost readability for all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to
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produce eBooks that are user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a high-quality
digital format.

A Book of Discovery: The History of the World's Exploration
From the Earliest Times to the Finding of the South Pole
The sisters of Sea Haven, bound by the heart and the magical power of the
elements, return in this soul-stirring new novel from Christine Feehan, #1 New
York Times bestselling author of Spirit Bound Air Bound For as far back as she can
remember, Airiana Ridell has always been aware of her extraordinary gift. She can
intuit revealing and illuminating “patterns” in the air around her—whether in a
spray of mist, in billowing clouds, or in the dense swirls of an impenetrable fog. Her
abilities led to her placement in a secret government training facility when she was
a child, but everything changed after her mother was murdered. Airiana fled the
program, but she couldn’t outrun the desperate members of a shadowy cabal who
want her, who need her, who will kill to get her. Kidnapped and held aboard a ship
bound for dangerous seas, her only chance for rescue is Maxim Prakenskii. He has
his reasons for helping her, but he isn’t about to reveal them to Airiana. Not yet.
Not as the two are drawn together as moth to flame. Not when there are so many
secrets yet untold that could shatter the quaint community of Sea Haven and all
who reside there…
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Sequels
New York Times bestselling author Christine Feehan is "a magnificent storyteller"
(Romantic Times) whose "talents seem to grow with every book" (Library Journal).
Now, her magnificent novellas of dark forces and Christmas magic are brought
together for the first time in a stunning hardcover edition. Each one will hold you in
its thrall. . . . After the Music Terrified by mysterious threats, Jessica Fitzpatrick
takes her twin wards to the island mansion of their estranged father, Dillon
Wentworth, a famous musician who shut out the world after a fire claimed his
wife's life and left him disfigured. With Christmas approaching, the spark between
Dillon and Jessica might light the future, but the evil machinations of those who
share his late wife's love of the occult may plunge the family into darkness -unless a Christmas miracle occurs. . . . The Twilight Before Christmas Bestselling
novelist Kate Drake, one of seven sisters with amazing powers of witchcraft, wants
to open a bookstore in a charming but run-down mill in her California hometown.
Decorated former U.S. Army Ranger Matt Granite, now a contractor, doesn't mind
helping -- and getting closer to Kate. But when an earthquake exposes a crypt in
the mill's foundation, a centuries-old evil threatens to destroy both Christmas and
the gift of soul-searing passion Kate's hometown hero wants her to keep forever. . .
. Rocky Mountain Miracle When Cole Steele, a womanizer rumored to have killed
his father, meets Maia Armstrong, a veterinarian rumored to practice magic, the
sparks that fly could melt all the snow on his Wyoming ranch. And when an injured
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horse brings them together, Cole can't help but believe that Maia casts spells on
animals and men. What else could explain the burning passion he feels for her and
the thawing of his heart around the holidays? Mysterious and magical, like the
holiday itself, these novellas reveal Christine Feehan to be a writer of extraordinary
gifts.

Dark Prince
In her fifth Drake Sisters novel, #1 New York Times bestselling author Christine
Feehan introduces Hannah, one of seven extraordinary women who are gifted,
enigmatic, and seductively enchanted One of seven daughters in a line of
extraordinary women, Hannah Drake has been the elusive object of affection for
Jonas Harrington for as long at the rugged Sea Haven sheriff can remember. If only
the stunning super-model was driven by a passion other than her career. But Jonas
isn’t the only one with desires for Hannah. From the shadows has emerged a
vengeful figure who stalks the beauty with one terrifying purpose: to strip her of all
she is and destroy her. Only one man was destined as her protection. Now, out of a
storm of danger, Jonas must guide the woman he loves from a sinister darkness
that threatens not only Hannah, but the entire Drake family.

Queen Charlotte Islands
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Presents a comprehensive guide for librarians and readers' advisors, provides a
brief history of the romance novel, and offers reading lists and subgenre
definitions.

The Geographical Magazine
'A thrilling historical novel.'David Nicholls'In this gripping tale of true feminine
courage, strength and spirit of adventure, Nikki Marmery gives voice to a woman
who, like so many others, has been written out of history.' Martine McDonagh'On
Wilder Seas is a gripping adventure story of an extraordinary journey half way
around the world by a woman who was almost completely written out of history.
Nikki Marmery brings Macaia (Maria) vividly to life along with a tremendous crew of
compelling and believable characters, including Drake himself.' Mandy
Haggith'This is a lively, spirited account of the epic voyage made by Maria, a
woman who was a mysterious passenger on Francis Drake’s Golden
Hindthoroughly researched and vividly written, with a host of colourful characters.
The brutality, horror and discomfort of life on board a 16th century galleon and the
wonders and dangers that the crew experiences are skilfully evoked.'Sally
O’ReillyApril 1579: When two ships meet off the Pacific coast of New Spain, an
enslaved woman seizes the chance to escape.But Maria has unwittingly joined
Francis Drake’s circumnavigation voyage as he sets sail on a secret detour into the
far north.Sailing into the unknown on the Golden Hind, a lone woman among eighty
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men, Maria will be tested to the very limits of her endurance. It will take all her wits
to survive – and courage to cut the ties that bind her to Drake to pursue her own
journey.How far will Maria go to be truly free?Inspired by a true story, this is the
tale of one woman’s uncharted voyage to freedom.

Broken Shore
Dr. Libby Drake is sensible and practical. To her more adventurous sisters, she's
always been the 'good girl'. Certainly not the kind to attract the attention of a
genius like Ty Derrick - until a tragic accident leaves the handsome biochemist at
her mercy. Acting on her uncanny ability to heal, she awakens in Ty his own longsuppressed desires. But he's not the only man with designs on Libby Drake. Her
miraculous and selfless power has also captured the attention of a dangerously
influential admirer. He's pursuing the elementally gifted beauty for his own wicked
purpose. And he's willing to go to deadly lengths to make it happen.

Sea Storm
Volume IVB describes surgical approaches, strategies, and management
techniques for specific tumors in their typical locations, surgical outcomes and
results, instruments, and laboratory training. It covers also the related disciplines
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neuroradiology and neuroanesthesia. The last installment in this well-known series.

The Twilight Before Christmas
#1 New York Times bestselling author Christine Feehan tells the story of Abigail
Drake, one of seven elementally gifted sisters who are fated to find great love. As
the third daughter in a magical bloodline, Abigail Drake was born with a mystical
affinity for water, and possessed a particularly strong bond with dolphins. She
spent her entire life studying them, learning from them, and swimming among
them in the waters off her hometown of Sea Haven Until the day Abby witnessed a
cold-blooded murder on shore, and found herself fleeing for her life—right into the
arms of Alexsandr Volstov. He’s an Interpol agent on the trail of stolen Russian
antiquities, a relentless man who gets what he goes after—and the man who broke
Abby’s heart. But he isn’t going to let the only woman he ever loved be placed in
harm’s way—or slip away from his embrace.
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